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HTTP uses plain text and is secured by the Transport Layer Security (TLS) 

or its predecessor Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).
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How does HTTPS work?

https://securityboulevard.com/2019/03/tls-security-5-establishing-a-tls-connection/

TLS (v1.3)

Client Web Server

https://securityboulevard.com/2019/03/tls-security-5-establishing-a-tls-connection/


2009: Moxie Marlinspike presents SSL stripping
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What is HTTPS stripping?

https://www.semurity.com/quick-guide-to-ssl-tls-hijacking-using-sslstrip/

stripping ≠ downgrading TLS

stripping ≠ removing TLS

stripping ≠ cracking TLS

Step 1: Replace all HTTPS links in doc

Step 2: Remove security flags from server packets

Step 3: Hide redirects to HTTPS

https://www.semurity.com/quick-guide-to-ssl-tls-hijacking-using-sslstrip/


2012:  HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) standard has been published

HSTS stores visited protected websites for given time and allows preload lists.
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Is HTTP Strict Transport Security the solution?

But unfortunately, …

… it is not widely available in HTTP clients.

… it is not considered necessary by some developers.
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7https://www.appbrain.com/stats/libraries/details/okhttp/okhttp



8https://caniuse.com/stricttransportsecurity

https://caniuse.com/stricttransportsecurity


Can we attack 

modern Android networking libraries

with the tool sslstripping?
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Scope of this project
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Step 1: Building an OkHttp test app for Android

Built my very first app ...

… to break it!



internet
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Step 2: Preparing an environment for sslstrip

app sends request proxy server sslstrip

Python 2.7 (native)

Python 3 upgrade

Python 2.7 (Docker)- Firefox
- Chrome
- cURL
- “My App”

- Raspberry Pi
- Ubuntu server

me (a typical hacker)

malicious components



internet
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Step 2: Preparing an environment for sslstrip (2nd take)

app sends request Kali Linux
with sslstrip

me (a typical hacker)

malicious components

client-creds

sslstrip2

establishing WLAN 
connection
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Lessons learned (SSL stripping)

SSL stripping is not trivial!

with Python 2.7: OpenSSL library is outdated

Handshakes do not work.
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Lessons learned (Android)

HTTP is not supported by default
android:usesCleartextTraffic="true"

Missing OkHttp information:
What happens if TLS is not available?

OkHttp supports different TLS modes:

Blocked port 443 raises an error
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Lessons learned (web browsers)

Modern web browsers have clever protections in place:

Common website HSTS parametrizations are preloaded

Chrome fakes a redirect for HSTS websites

HTTPS to HTTP downgrades are only possible with the matching certificate

HSTS leads to outages when expired certificates are used
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Future work
Replication with other tools:

Analysis of the OkHttp source code

Evaluation of edge cases

Try to use (b)ettercap

Redirect to HTTP on network gateway

If vulnerabilities found, test them on other Android libraries and other projects:

 Github actions toolkit

Microsoft’s typed REST client  (https://github.com/Microsoft/typed-rest-client)

https://github.com/Microsoft/typed-rest-client
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Conclusion

On a personal note, I …

… learned a lot about web security and HSTS.

… got a deeper understanding of TLS.

… got to know a lot of handy tools.

… learned how to start developing apps!
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Summary

What is SSL strip? Build an app Run a lot of scripts Failure analysis

prevents secured 
connections

an “old” attack

mitigated by HSTS

proper interface

OkHttp integration

evaluation of various tools

sslstrip / sslstrip2

easy-creds

bettercap

(too)
many dependencies

much technical 
knowledge required 

to fix errors


